
 BLOCK PARTY College    

 

AN ONLINE COLLEGE KNOWLEDGE STUDENT CONFERENCE

 

Wed, June 03  

6:00 PM Eastern 
University michigan  | thinking ahead now: college & your future

7:00 PM Eastern 
harvard college | student perspectives on exploring your college match

8:00 PM Eastern 
stanford university| 7 things i wish i knew before college  
 
 

ENTER EVENT  |  BIT.LY/CBPJUNE2020

ORGRANIZED BY WWW.COLLEGEGREENLIGHT.COM

Gain valuable tips on how to explore your academic and career interests.
Hear from personal stories from UMichigan admissions and current
college students. You'll learn more about Undecided vs. Choosing a Major |
Research Programs | Internships | Liberal Arts | Study Abroad

There are many factors to consider when exploring the right college “fit”. In
this webinar panel moderated by an admissions officer, current Harvard
students reflect on what mattered most to them when they were
conducting their college searches. You can expect to gather student
insights on exploring academic, social, financial fit, and more.

Learn from the paths of Stanford Admission reps, alumni and current
students as they reflect on “7 Things I Wish I Knew Before College”. Come with
an open mind & vulnerable heart! We'll talk about addressing imposter
syndrome, finding mentors & community, recognizing your personal self-
care, learning financial aid, going outside one’s comfort zone and
constructing your individual path.



 BLOCK PARTY College    

 

AN ONLINE COLLEGE KNOWLEDGE STUDENT CONFERENCE

Thurs, June 04  

6:00 PM Eastern 
university of chicago | How Are Applications Reviewed in the Test-Optional Era?

7:00 PM Eastern 
princeton university | highlighting your story in the college application
 

8:00 PM Eastern 
the gate scholarship| let's talk finding scholarships
 

ENTER EVENT  |  BIT.LY/CBPJUNE2020

Did you know that there are more than 1,000 different colleges and
universities that don't require standardized test scores in order to apply?
Join admissions counselors from the University of Chicago to discuss how
test-optional colleges and universities holistically review applications. Learn
how to navigate testing during the growing test-optional movement and
gain insight on how admissions evaluate applicants’ academic preparedness
for college with and without standardized test scores.

 how do you draw out and highlight your unique narrative throughout an
application? How do you use each section to tell your story? Join our
conversation about holistic review, your narrative and making the most of
each section of the application.

We've saved the best for last. Let's talk about scholarships! As you are aware --
not all scholarships are created equal and they come in many different forms
and amounts. The Gates Scholarship team is thrilled to provide you with tips on
how you can maximize your scholarship search and application process.

ORGRANIZED BY WWW.COLLEGEGREENLIGHT.COM


